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[Trend Map Survey]　Photo Diary Survey Overview

Objective ：

Areas ：

Respondents ：

(2) Must belong to the middle-income group in the respective areas   *Comply with each area's SEC
(3) Must be individuals living in cities in the respective areas with a high level of maturity regarding consumption/life consciousness

Number of ： Total 200s / Each area 50s x 4 countries
   Respondents

Respondent ：

   Allocation

*Target per country 

Method ： Placement method (visit detention survey) (photo sho*Photo shoot conducted by the respondents themselves or those in charge of conducting the survey

Details ： Photo shoot (28 cuts max + supplementary survey sheet + awareness survey sheet

Period ： Thailand End of December 2009-early January 2010
Hong Kong, Singapore, IndiaLate January-mid-February 2010

*The following calculations in Japanese yen in this report are indicated by dropping the last 2
figures (last 2 figures dropped after the decimal point for 10,000 yen or more) based on the
conversion rates specified on the respective pages.

Understanding overall living environments and lifestyles as well as conducting consumption pattern
analysis by surveying actual condition information and consciousness items through photo shoots of
products that signify living environments/values.

Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand (Bangkok), India (Mumbai)

(1) Males and females in their 20s-30s (single, working individuals/married individuals with children)

25s25sTotal

12s－13s12s－13sMarried with
Children

12s－13s12s－13sSingle/
Working

FemalesMalesGender/
Condition
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Married; 36 years old.
Chooses clothing based
on "vivid colors" and
"trendiness." Favorite
outing wear brand is
"Polo" and favorite casual

・"Jeans and T-shirt" plus jacket or parka are the mainstream.
　There are an increasing number of individuals in their 30s who prefer
"shirts" over "T-shirts."
・Important Factors When Choosing Clothes:
　　Outing wear
→"Easy-to-wear" and "comfortable" are the factors considered by many
when choosing clothes.Those in their 30s also value "neat appearance
　　Casual wear
→Same as outing wear, "easy-to-wear" and "comfortable" are considered
important by many.
・Favorite brands:
　　Outing wear
→Sport brands are popular.
　"Nike" (10 respondents); "adidas" (4 respondents).
　Others include "Uniqlo" (3 respondents).
　　Casual wear
→"Uniqlo" (7 respondents) and "Nike" (5 respondents) are popular.
"Mujirushi Ryohin" was also mentioned (2 respondents).

・Although casually dressed (dressing styles, materials, use of colors, etc.),
it is evident that each individual has her own particularity regarding
stylishness. This is also true in terms of how items other than the clothes
themselves (scarves, boots, etc.) are used.
・"Tunic-length top with pants (leggings" is the most popular style.
・Married females tend to prefer the combination featuring sporty jackets.
・Important Factors When Choosing Clothes:
　Outing wear→Major important factors are "comfortable" and "easy-to-
wear." Many also mentioned "neat appearance."
　Casual wear→Same as outing wear, i.e., "easy-to-wear," "comfortable,"
and "neat appearance."
・Favorite brands:
　Outing wear→Same as males, "Nike" and "adidas" are the most popular
(6 respondents; 4 respondents). Japanese apparel brands other than
"Uniqlo"were mentioned such as "SLY," "hysteric glamour," and "BAPE."
　Casual wear→Many mentioned "H&M" (7 respondents).
　　　　　　　　"Uniqlo" was also mentioned by many (5 respondents).

Married; 39 years old. Prefers
clothing that makes the
wearer "look neat and clean."
As for casual wear, chooses
"easy-to-wear" clothes.

Clothing

Male Fashion

Single; 23 years old. Favorite
brand is "adidas," both as
outing and casual wear.
Chooses "comfortable"
outing wear and "colorful
"casual wear.

Single; 25 years old.
No particularly favorite
brand. However,
prefers to wear
"H&M," "IT," "BAPE,"
etc.
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Single; 27 years old. As
outer wear, loves "izzue,"
"Blue Heroes," "SLY,"
and "hysteric glamour."
Chooses "H&M" and
"Uniqlo" as casual wear.

Married; 35 years
old. Loves "Uniqlo"
both as outing and
casual wear due to
its "comfortable"
quality and "unique
designs."

Single; 23 years old.
Favorite outing wear
is "adidas." Chooses
"easy-to-wear"
clothing (both outing
and casual wear).

Married; 30 years old.
Loves "Uniqlo" as
outing and casual
wear because it's
"comfortable."

Married; 37 years old.
Favorite brand is
"Uniqlo," both as
outing and casual
wear. "It gives me a
neat appearance"; "It
is easy-to-wear, too."

Married; 32 years old.
"Nike" is his favorite
brand as outing and
casual wear although
he focuses on
"appearance" for
outing ones and
"comfortable" for
casual ones.

Single; 24 years old.
Loves "Nike" and
"adidas." Attaches
importance to such
factors as "comfortable,"
"nice appearance," and
"value."

Single; 22 years old.
Favorite outing wear
is "adidas" due to its
"appearance" and
"comfortable"
qualities. As for
casual wear,
chooses "Uniqlo,"
"Mujirushi," and
"FRED PERRY" for
their "easy-to-wear"
characteristics.

Single; 23 years old. Values
"individuality" for outing wear,
so chooses "IT." As for casual
wear, values "easy-to-wear"
quality, so prefers "Uniqlo."

Single; 23 years old.
Favorite outing wear
brand is "adidas" and
favorite casual wear
brand is "b+ab."

・"Uniqlo" and "Mujirushi" seem to have penetrated among both males and females. Some of the females also mentioned such Japanese apparel brands as "SLY," "hysteric
glamour," and "BAPE."

Single; 21 years old.
Favorite outing wear
brand is "izzue" and
favorite casual wear
brand is "Mujirushi
Ryohin." Casual wear is
chosen based on how
"easy-to-wear" it is.

*Females' Recognition (68%) of and Interest (48%)
  toward Japanese "Kawaii" Fashion

*Overall Fashion Consciousness
　  (females n=25s: applicability)
　・Tend to pay attention to what one wears (60%)
　・Spend money on clothes (72%)
　・Pay careful attention to beauty issues such as
skin, body, etc. (80%)
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(HK$1≒12yen)

*Average Amount Spent on Clothing (HK＄1≒12yen)
Males

Females
(approx. 7,100yen)

(approx. 9,200yen)

HK$　599
 HK$ 　772

44.0
32.0

40.0

20.0
8.0 4.0

64.0
52.0

40.0 36.0
24.0 20.0 24.0

56.0

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Magazines Store 
display

Friends/
Acquaintances

Internet TV Celebrities Others

Males (n=25s)

Females (n=25s)

Informational Sources (clothing)
"Magazines" are the main source of informtion for both males and females
followed by "friends/acquaintances."
Females utilize any form of informational source more than males.

Fashion Consciousness

・Most males and females purchase clothes at specialty stores (boutiques).

Where Clothes are Purchased

28.0

8.0
4.0

- -

32.0
24.0

12.0

- -

88.0 92.0

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Specialty
stores

Department
stores

Outdoor stalls Online Others Do not
purchase 
clothes by
oneself

Males Females (n=25s)

*Sorted in descending order with reference to females

16.0

24.0

44.0

36.0

36.0

36.0

4.0

4.0

Very true Somewhat true Not so true Not at all true

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Males (n=25s)

Females (n=25s)

12.0

24.0

40.0

48.0

44.0

28.0

4.0

-

Very true Somewhat true Not so true Not at all true

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Tend to pay attention to what one wears Spend money on clothes

60% of males and females respectively claimed that they "tend to pay attention to what they wear."
 50% of males and 70% of males "spend money on clothes."

*Sorted in descending order with reference to females

Amount Spent on Clothing

70-80% of females spend more than HK$850 (approx. 10,200yen) on clothes per month.

-

-

4.0

-

4.0

-

16.0 48.0

16.0

28.0

76.0

Less than
HK$25 Up to HK$84Up to HK$249Up to HK$399

8.0

Up to HK$849
More than
HK$850

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Males (n=25s)

Females (n=25s)

Reference
Japanese Fashion Magazines Sold at Convenience Stores

*Photo taken during FGI
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(HK$1≒12yen)

*Average Amount Spent on Small Items/Accessories HK$1≒12yen)
Males

Females
(approx. 2,600yen)

(approx. 3,100yen)HK$ 260
 HK$ 219 

Small Items/Accessories

・Females' "favorite small items" vary, from "watches" to "shoes" and "necklaces." Most of the "shoes" and "necklaces" are generic.
　The majority of males chose "wallets." Those that "fold in half" are most commonly seen. Characteristically, those in their 20s mentioned "key chains" while those in
their 30s mentioned "mobile phones."
　When summing up the evaluation axis (reasons why they like the items), the axis of "memorable items" among males was also evident.

Informational Sources on Small Items/Accessories

Major informational sources for females are "magazines," "store displays," and
"friends/acquaintances" while for males, they are "magazines" and "store displays."

Amount Spent on Small Items/Accessories
The majority of both males and females spend between HK$85 (approx.
1,000yen) and HK$249 (approx. 2,900yen) per month on small items and
accessories.

*Sorted in descending
order with reference to

Necklace/Uniqlo "It's easy
to match with what I'm
wearing." (single female;
24 years old)

*Easy to Match with What One is Wearing

Watch/Cartier  "It's
easy to match with
what I'm wearing."
(married female; 34
years old)

*Memorable Items

*Cute

Females

*Practical

Males

Key chain/generic "It's
a present from my
girlfriend." (single
male; 23 years old)

iPhone "It's a birthday
present." (married
male; 36 years old)

Wallet "I bought it
in Japan."
(married male; 38
years old)

Key chain/generic "It's strong and
doesn't easily become worn nor fall
apart." (married male; 30 years old)

Key chain/generic
"Practical." (single
male; 24 years old)

Watch/G-shock "It's easy to
match with what I'm
wearing." (single male; 21
years old)

Boots/generic " "They're
easy to match with what
I'm wearing." (married
female; 39 years old)

Bracelet/Tiffany
"It's cute." (single
female; 23 years
old)

Watch/Disney "It's cute
and it plays music, too."
(married female; 35 years
old)

Watch/Casio "Practical."
(single female; 23 years
old)
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Eating Habit

A little less than 60% overall eat dinner at home about 3-4 days a week.

2.0 18.0 38.0 34.0

Almost
everyday

More than 5
times a week

3-4 times
a week

2-3 times
a week

Only on week-
ends/holidays

-

Rarely eat
at home

6.0

Others

2.0

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Frequency of Dinners at Home

Ｎ: Totall = 50s

Dinner Companions

6.0 6.0

Alone With spouse
All family

members one
lives with

76.0

Friends or
colleagues

12.0

Others

-

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

70-80% overall eat dinner "with all the family members
they live with."

Attention to One's Diet
"Eat with family/friends," "choose clean restaurants," and "pay attention to nutritional balance" are the top 3

24.0

28.0

4.0

4.0

16.0

32.0

Yourself Spouse Parents Maid

48.0

32.0

Catering

-

-

Others

8.0

4.0

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Males (n=25)

males (n=25)

Ｎ: Total = 50s

Ｎ: Total = 50s

Main Person Preparing Dinners
50% of males have maids cook their dinners. As for females, 30% have parents or maids do so.

・Typical menu includes rice, soup, and meat/vegetable
dishes. As for vegetables, it seems that green vegetables
are consumed frequently.
・The number of dishes is between 4-5.
 The number of dishes tend to increase if maids are the one
who are mainly in charge of cooking.
・"Platter-for-share" is the style mainly employed.
  "Nabe-ryori" (stewed dishes) are also served.
・Among the respondents, some order takeout dinners (e.g.,
Sushi) or eat cup noodles (pot noodles).

Dinner Menu in Hong Kong

4 typical dishes: rice,
soup, meat, and
vegetables.

Some of the respondents
rder takeout dinners or eat
cup noodles (pot
noodles).

2 meat dishes,
vegetables, and
rice. More meat
than fish.

Meat dish, 2
vegetable dishes,
and soup. Fruits are
consumed by some
of the respondents.

"Nabe-ryori" (stewed
dishes) are also
served.

Rice, soup, and 4 side
dishes.
The number of dishes tend
to increase if maids are
the one who are mainly in
charge of cooking.

* Top 3 restaurants for dining out frequency
(past 3 mths.)
(N=50s)

Chain Restaurants
No.1 Maxim
No.2 Spagetti house
No.3 Little sheep
No.3 G.Sushi
Fast Food
No.1 McDonald's
No.2 KFC
No.3 Pizza Hut
No.3 MIX

*Food Consciousness (N=50s)
　　・Know many restaurants that serve good food (76%)
　　・Use quality ingredients when cooking
        even though they may be slightly expensive (88%)
　　・Eat out frequently (70%)

36%
32%
30%
30%

94%
70%
60%
60%
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94.0 84.0 -100.0 86.0
0

25
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100

Refrigerator Rice cooker Microwave Electric pot Dishwasher

Inside the Kitchen

Ｎ: Total = 50s

Ownership of Cooking Appliances

・In many of the kitchens, seasonings and cooking utensils are within sight regardless of
the sizes of the cabinets.

・A number of the kitchens also have washing machines and dryers.

・Most of the homes have many stickers and magnets on the refrigerators.

・Refrigerators are owned by all the respondents. Rice cookers are owned by more than 90%, microwaves by a little less than 90%, and electric pots by 80%. Dishwashers are not owned by any.

So many stickers and
magnets on the
refrigerator door.

Seasonings and cooking utensils
are on the wall or the counter.

Many of the kitchens also
have washing machines and
dryers.
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(HK＄1≒12yen)

・Cooking appliances, whatever type they may be, are mainly simple ones with only the necessary functions. Some of them were
rare types not commonly found in Japan.

Characteristics of Electric Cooking
Appliance Owned

・Most of the refrigerators owned are made by "Whirlpool" (9 respondents) followed by "Matsushita/National" (5 respondents), and
  "Toshiba" (4 respondents).

・Most of the refrigerators contained eggs (90%) followed by vegetables (70%), soft drinks (approx. 70%), and seasonings little less
than 70%).

・The average purchase price is HK$3,811 (approx. 45,700 yen) with a median of HK$3,500 (approx. 42,000yen).

・30% of the owners purchased their refrigerators within the past 3 years.

Refrigerator
・Most of the refrigerators come with 2 doors ("single swinging door" type). There also was a number of 3-door type
  refrigerators and "swinging door only (no drawer)" type as well.

3-door "swinging door only (no
drawer)" type refrigerator.

Eggs and seasonings
placed in the shelf
attached to the door is a
common sight.

2-door type with a
table compartment.

・Most of the rice cookers owned are made by "Matsushita/National" (21 respondents) followed by "Media"
  (6 respondents).

・The average purchase price is HK$786 (approx. 9,400 yen) with a median of  HK$600 (approx. 7,200yen).

・A little less than 30% of the owners purchased their rice cookers within the past 3 years.

Rice Cooker

Most of the rice
cookers come
with a handle on
the lid like this
one.

Old type with a
metal lid.

・The type with a handle on the lid (similar to the model sold in Japan between 1970s and 80s) is
mainstream. The type positioned beneath the gas stove was also found in some of the kitchens.

The type with a glass
lid that makes it
possible to see the
inside is rare.

Type of rice cooker
positioned beneath
the gas stove (used in
4 homes).

・Most of the electric pots are made by "Matsushita" (5 respondents). *In general,
  many of the respondents claimed that they did not know the names of the manufacturers.

・Approximately 30% of the owners purchased their electric pots within the past 3 years.

・The average purchase price is HK$464 (approx. 5,500yen) with a median of
   HK$360 (approx. 4,300yen).

Electric Pot
・There are 2 main types: one that releases hot water after the button is pressed
and the other that looks like a kettle.

Type that releases hot water
after the button is pressed.
Most are white with plastic
bodies.

Some of the
respondents use water
servers as well.

Respondent owning both
types.

Kettle type. Most have
metal bodies.

Microwave
・The simple type operated by two knobs attached is mainstream.

・Most of the microwaves owned are made by "Sharp" (10
  respondents) followed by "Whirlpool" (7 respondents), and
  "Matsushita/National" (6 respondents).

・The average purchase price is HK$1,397 (approx. 16,700 yen)
  with a median of HK$1,000 (approx. 12,000yen).

・A little less than 20% of the owners purchased their
  microwaves within the past 3 years.

Mainstream type that comes
with 2 knobs. The one made
by National is shown on the
top; the one is made by
Whirlpool is shown on the
bottom.

Rare type with a vertically long
design. Made by Samsung.

The multifunctional
type is not owned by
many. Made by
Sharp.

・Many of the refrigerators are placed in the respective kitchens and are packed with foodstuff (freezers included).
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・In regards to the living arrangements of respondents interviewed for this survey, the majority
live in "condominiums" (30% overall) followed by publicly-developed apartments "PRH" (rental
apartments) (20%).

*Years of residence: More than 6.4 years on average (more than 10 years, 38%; 1-3 years, 26%;
5-10 years, 24%).
　・Maids are hired by 24% of the respondents.
　・The most common number of rooms is 2LDK (62%) followed by 3LDK (34%). (N=50s)

Residence

Overall Trend of Dining/Living Rooms

・The square-type dining tables are mainstream but round tables are also common.

・There are many types such as glass-top dining tables and foldable, size-adjustable
ones.

・Tablecloth and luncheon mats are used in quite a few homes.

・TV and couch are the main living room features in many homes.

・Not many living rooms have openings through which dirt is swept.
   →Most of the living rooms do not have a balcony.

・It seems like many of the homes are cluttered with various objects.

In Hong Kong, the floors above
commercial buildings
(department stores) are also
used as residences. There are
many high-rise residential
buildings with no balcony
standing next to each other.

(*Photo taken during FGI)

Reference Characteristic Residence in Hong Kong

Type of table which the top can be
folded to change size. Many of the homes have round

tables. At this home, the table is
used with a tablecloth over it.

A number of homes have glass
dining tables.

Most of the windows are waist-high.A room serving both as dining
and living rooms with table,
couch, and TV.

Not many of the homes have
tables in their living rooms.
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(HK$1≒12yen)

・All the homes have air conditioners,
80% of them own 3 or more.
　

　

・The air conditioners owned are made by a variety of manufacturers.
　The one owned by the majority is "Hitachi" (7 respondents) followed by "General"
   (5 respondents), "Toshiba"/"Midea"(4 respondents respectively), and
   "Mitsubishi"/"Whirlpool"/"Fortress" (3 respondents respectively).
・The average purchase price is HK$3,916 (approx. 46,900 yen) with a median of  HK$3,500
 (approx. 42,000 yen).
・A little less than 20% overall purchased their air conditioners within the past 3 years.

Air Conditioning
Air Conditioner

Shots of living rooms with air conditioners. The left is an
example of an air conditioner on the window; the right is
an example of one that is attached to the wall.

・The following are shots of the respective rooms by living arrangement.

Twin House

Rental Apartments

Condominium Rental Apartment
Publicly-developed
Apartment "PRH"

Inside Dining/Living Rooms by Living Arrangement

・Half of the homes have upright-type washing machines while the drum type is owned by the other half.
　There are 2 kinds of the upright type: one with a control panel in front of the lid and the other with a control
panel at  the back of the lid.

・Most of the washing machines owned are made by "Whirlpool" (11 respondents) and "Zanussi" (10
respondents).

・The average purchase price is HK$4,100 (approx. 49,200 yen) with a median of HK$4,300 (approx. 51,600
yen).

・A little more than 30% of the owners purchased their air conditioners within the past 3 years.

Washing Machine

Where Water is Used (washing machine)

・A little less than 90% of the respondents own washing machines. As for the frequency of washing clothes, 40% overall do so "almost everyday."

Drum type. Located in the
kitchen at this home.

There are 2 kinds of the upright
type: one with a control panel in
front of the lid and the other with a
control panel on the other side.

Detergents, etc. can be placed on top of the drum type. At
some of the homes, such items are kept inside the washing
machines.

Upright type, possibly with a
dryer over it.

Privately-owned house (single-family

Publicly-develped
Apartment "HOS"
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・All are simple western-style toilets. However, the type with a bidet function was not found.

・A number of homes have replaced the lids and seats with decorative ones.

・The most popular manufacturer is "American Standard" (8 respondents).
*In general, many of the respondents claimed that they did not know the names of the manufacturers.

・Many of the bathrooms come with bathtubs.

・Those with showers only are either the type completely separated by a sash,
  etc. or the type that uses a curtain.

・In some cases, there was no separation between the shower space and the
  other area since the bathroom itself was small.

Where Water is Used (washstand, toilet, bathroom)

・Many of the homes have washstand, toilet, and
  bathroom in one space.

・Bathtub ownership is 44%, almost half of all the
  respondents.

Many of the bathrooms contain water heaters inside. Perhaps due to this
reason, the pipe shafts are exposed in many cases which are used as
shelves.

Shower in the back with
toilet and washstand in
front. Compact-type
bathroom.

Washstand

・Half of the homes have simple ones with basins only while the other half have ones with entire
  washstands.

・Some of the ones with entire washstands have spaces beneath them where items can be
stored.

Toilet

Bathroom

Simple western-style toilets. Examples of lids and seats replaced with decorative
ones. A fish pattern on a blue background is shown
on the left; Disney drawings on the back of the pink
lid is shown on the right.

Basin with a stand (washstand). Some of this
type have spaces beneath them where items
can be stored.

Simple, mainstream type with only a basin attached
to the wall which may also come in different colors.

The shower booth type separated by a sash is
shown on the top left. The top right shows a
shower space with a depressed area in the stall
separated by a curtain. There is also a very
compact type of bathroom with no separation.

Many of the bathrooms come with bathtubs. The
type separated by a curtain is shown on the left;
the type separated by a sash is shown on the
right. Most of the bathrooms have curtains.
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Door Knob

・Although the rotating type (turn-style) is mainstream, there also are handle
and lever types.

・The handle type comes in a variety of forms, from simple to metal and even
decorative ones.

Areas Where Improvements are Necessary

Areas that are Appreciated

Room arrangement; "I'd
like to have more space."
(female; 39 years old)

・The bedroom was mentioned by the majority (19 respondents) who
 claimed that "it is comfortable" and is "one's private space."

・Many of the respondents mentioned the "bed "only (10 respondents),
  claiming that "it is comfortable."

・A number of respondents stated that they like such areas (living rooms)
  with couches and computers.

・Most of the respondents mentioned "storage." The main
  problem seems to be "lack of space."

　
・Those who mentioned "room arrangement," "layout," and/or "areas
where  water is used" also would like to improve the problem of "lack of
space."

Storage; "It's cluttered."
(female; 23 years old)

Storage; "There isn't
enough space." (male;
28 years old)

Area where water is used;
"Too cramped." (female; 35
years old)

Storage; "It's cluttered
and there isn't any
space to store
things." (female; 23
years old)

Wall; "The scratches on the
wall are very ugly and the
wallpaper has begun peeling
off." (male; 37 years old)

Mainstream rotating type (turn-style).

Lever-type door knob.

Handle-type door knob; they come in various
shapes.

Relaxing atmosphere created,
surrounded by one's favorite
things.

Many mentioned that the bedroom is a
private space.

PC in the room. "Because
it's my own private space."

Layout; "There isn't
enough space." (male;
37 years old)
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Preferred Articles for Daily Use

(1) Preferred articles regardless of gender 　→　Toilet paper/tissue paper, effective hair care products.

(2) Articles preferred rather by females
→　cosmetics, body care products that are gentle to the skin.

・Both males and females pointed out such keywords as "price," "quality," and "effects"
regarding articles for daily use.

(3) Articles preferred rather by males 　→　Healthy food products, oral care products.

Cream by Deage; "Reasonably
priced and gentle to the
skin"(female).

Cleansing milk by Lancome;
"Inexpensive; has a moisturizing
effect without causing any
allergy" (female). "Well-known"Biore face

washing gel (male).
"Well-known brand"; SK II
lotion (female).

"Reasonably priced;
comfortable sensation of
use"; Opal body washing
lotion (female).

Johnson&Johnson's mild shower
soap (female).

Toilet papers chosen by quality and price. The 3 very popular
brands are (from the left) Vinda, Virjoy, and Breeze.

Pocket tissue brand
used on a daily basis is
Tempo.

Scott - box tissues.

Popular Colgate toothpaste; "Cheap and is easy to use".
Similarly, Colgate mouth wash shown on the right;
"Effective" (male).

"Healthy" Colavita olive oil (male); "Healthy and
delicious" Lion&Globe canola oil shown on the
right (male).

Abbott Gain Advance; drink that
is "rich in nutrients" (male).

"Tastes good and is
healthy"; Hokkaido
Tokusen 3.6 Milk (female).

iso bouncy crème's hair
curling cream that
"creates cute hairstyles"
(female).

Bawang shampoo
with a cleansing
effect (female).

Vidal Sassoon
shampoo that works
well for me (female).

ICE's hair molder with
lasting effects (male).

Rejoice shampoo that offers a
refreshing sensation during
use (male).

Bawang's effective hair
care product to prevent
hair loss (male).
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(HK$1≒12yen)

・In terms of ownership, those who own motorcycles are 2% of all the
  respondents.
・Motorcycles owned are made by "Yamaha (motorcycle type unknown)."
・As for purchasing form, they are used motorcycles. Exterior appearances
  have been modified after purchase.
・The purchasing price is HK$10,000 (approx. 120,000 yen); year of purchase
is before 1999.

・1% of all the respondents surveyed own cars.
　Note: In Hong Kong where space is limited, individual car ownership is controlled by setting high tariffs to also strive to ease
congestion (traffic jams).  Moreover, ownership is also low due to such reasons as high repair costs and well-developed
public transportation (based on FGI).
・Most of the cars owned are made in Japan such as "Honda Jazz," "Nissan (car type unknown)," "Mitsubishi GALANT,"
 and "Mazda Premacy." "Smart" is also one of the types of cars owned.
・As for purchasing form, 2 out of 5 were new cars (4%).
・4 out of 5 were cars modified after purchase (80%). Exterior appearances were modified for 2 cars and functions
 for 2 cars as well.
・The average purchase price is HK$84,000 (approx. 1.008 yen) with a median of HK$48,000 (approx. 576,000 yen).
　*HK$230,000 (approx. 2.76 million yen) of "Smart" is the price-raising factor.
・40% of the owners purchased their cars within the past 3 years.
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6.0
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34.0

60.0

46.0

26.0

34.0
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30.0

34.0

24.0
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18.0

26.0

Very true Somewhat true Not so true Not at all true
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Particular about cars

Would like to drive an 

environmentally-friendly car

Always interested in 

information pertaining 

to cars

Cars are indispensable 

in everyday life

Automobiles

Automobile Ownership

Motorcycle Ownership
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1 2
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three None
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Motorcycles (motorcycles/scooters)

Automobile Consciousness

2.0 98.0

1 2

-

More than 3

-

None
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・1% of the respondents own cars. None own more than one car.
・70% of the respondents overall stated that they would like to "drive
environmentally-friendly cars."

・Motorcycles are owned by 2% of the respondents (1 respondent).

N: Total=50s

"Mitsubishi (GALANT)"

German Daimler "Smart"

N: Total=50s

N: Total=50s
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What are Usually Carried

・Quite a few respondents had "key cases/chains," "tissue papers," "digital audio players
(MP4 players) other than "wallets" and "mobile phones."
・　Some also carried "laptops" and "USB memory sticks." Moreover, backpacks were the
common type of bags owned.

Belongings of Males Belongings of Females

・The main articles carried were "wallets," "mobile phones," "tissue papers," and "cosmetics."
　 Most of the wallets are designer brand types. Many of the respondents carried 2 wallets.

・There also were a number of respondents who carried "key cases/chains," "digital audio players,"
and/or "(folding) umbrellas."

Many also carry tissue papers.Louis Vuitton wallet. CHANEL and COACH wallets; this
respondent carried two.

Folding umbrella.iPodCosmetics.

A number of respondents carried portable game devices (from the left, Nintendo DS, Nintendo DS, and PSP).

Some carried laptops and USB memory sticks.

NOKIA mobile phone (female).

Sony Ericsson mobile phones; both owned by males.

iPhone (male).

Similarly, NOKIA mobile
Phone; bar type (female).

NOKIA mobile phone; not
commonly owned by males.

Mobile Phone

・All the respondents interviewed for this survey owned mobile phones.
・Most of the mobile phones owned are made by "NOKIA" or "Sony Ericsson"
(13 respondents respectively). "Sony Ericsson"is popular among female
respondents.  The above-mentioned is followed by "Apple" (10 respondents),
"Samsung," and "HTC" (4 respondents respectively).
・The average purchase price is HK$3,242 (approx. 38,900 yen) with a median
of HK$3,000 (approx. 36,000 yen).
・A little more than 90% of the owners purchased their mobile phones within the
past 3 years.
・Not all mobile phones are black; there are some colored models as well.

Referenc Scenes from Home Electronic
Appliance Sales Floors in Hong Kong

Display of NOKIA, the brand
owned by the most number
of respondents.

Most of the TVs owned are made by Samsung (left) followed
by Sharp (right).
(*Refer to the "Entertainment" chapter for more details.)

(Photos taken during FGI.)
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・TVs are owned by all the respondents (a little less than 70% own 2 or more).

・In general, "TV dramas overall" tops the list of favorite TV programs (70%) followed by "variety shows"
(little less than 70%) and "comedies" (60%).
・By gender, the majority of males prefer "comedies" (little less than 70%) followed by "TV dramas overall"
and "soccer" (little more than 60%) whereas most females prefer "TV dramas overall" (little less than 80%)
followed by "variety shows" (70%).

・Video/DVD equipments are owned by almost all the respondents (96%).

TV

PC

・Almost all the respondents (98%) own PCs.
・All the PC owners use the "internet"; among them, approximately 90% use it almost everyday.
・The internet is used for various purposes. It is characteristic that most individuals use it for video viewing.
・Most of the PCs owned are made by "DELL" (7 respondents) followed by "Lenovo" (5 respondents).
　A number of the respondents mentioned that they "assemble the PCS by themselves" (4 respondents).
・The average purchase price is HK$5,712 (approx. 68,500 yen) with a median of HK$5,000 (approx, 60,000 yen).
・Approximately 70% of the owners purchased their PCs within the past 3 years.

・Most of the video/DVD equipments owned are made by "BBK" (8 respondents) followed by "Sony" (5 respondents), "Sharp," "LG," and "Samsung" (4 respondents
respectively).
・The average purchase price is HK$2,287 (approx. 27,400 yen) with a median of HK$1,500 (approx. 18,000 yen).
・A little less than 70% of the owners purchased their video/DVD equipments within the past 3 years.

・Most of the TVs owned are made by "Samsung" (9 respondents) followed by "Sharp" (7 respondents), "Sony," and "Philips" (4 respondents respectively).
・The average purchase price is HK$6,520 (approx. 78,200 yen) with a median of HK$6,000 (approx. 72,000 yen).
・A little more than 60% of the owners purchased their TVs within the past 3 years.

Video/DVD

TV

Respondent owning 2
PCs (desktop and
laptop).

Laptops on tables.
Desktop on a wall
shelf with a PC rack.

PC Usage Purpose

79.6 67.3

40.8 34.7

10.2 14.3

100 93.9

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Internet Email Image 

editing

Work Study Albums, 

address 

files,

etc.

House-

hold 

book-

keeping

Others

Internet Usage Purpose

n: PC owners=49s

*Reference material (AT AC)
　TV penetration rate (2009): 99%

n: internet users=49s
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Digital Camera

・All the respondents own digital cameras.
・Most of the digital cameras are made by "Canon" (16 respondents) followed by "Matsushita/Panasonic" (12 respondents).
・The average purchase price is HK$3,418 (approx. 41,000 yen) with a median of HK$2,890 (approx. 34,600 yen).
・A little more than 70% of the owners purchased their digital cameras within the past 3 years.

・80% of males and 50% of females play video games habitually.

・The portable type is the most popular game device and popularity is split between
"PSP" and "Nintendo DS" followed by "Wii," "Xbox," and "PC."

Video Game

66.0

80.0

52.0

34.0

20.0

48.0

Yes No

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Total (N=50s)

Males (n=25s)

Females (n=25s)

Devices UsedVideo Game Use/Nonuse

Digital Audio Player

・Digital audio player ownership is a little less than 40% of all respondents.

・Although there is no particular manufacturer that stands out, the most common one is "Apple"
(4 respondents) followed by "Sony" and Samsung (2 respondents, respectively).

・The average purchase price is HK$2,776 (approx. 33,300 yen) with a median of  HK$2,000
(approx. 24,000 yen).

・50% of the owners purchased their digital audio players within the past 3 years.
Left: MP3 player     　　　　　　　　　　　Right: iPod

45.5

33.3

24.2 24.2

3.0 3.0
- - - -

18.2

45.5

0％

20％

40％

60％

PSP Nintendo
(Portable
type)

Wii Xbox
series

PC Nintendo Mobile
phone

Sony
Playstation
series

Family
games

Other
videogame
equipment

Other
mobile
games

Others

Total (n=33s) Males (n=20s) Females (n=13s)

Some of the respondents own a
number of different models.

Popularity is split between PSP (left) and Nintendo DS (right).
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・94% overall are interested
No.1 Games and game devices
No.2 Cuisine and food 
No.2 Anime (animation)/Manga
No.2 Home electronic appliances and cars
No.5 Cities and tourist spots
No.6 Movies
No.6 Fashion
　  ・
No.10 TV programs              
No.11 Music     
　　・

No.14 Characters

34.0%

23.4%

53.2%
48.9%
48.9%

38.3%

63.8%
55.3%
55.3%
55.3%

・Various types were mentioned in regards to most favorite characters. Among them, "Mickey Mouse" was the name most mentioned (6 respondents).
  As for the reason why, most of the respondents claimed that Mickey is "cute."
・"Mickey Mouse's" main recognition channel is "TV (terrestrial broadcasting)."
・The second most popular character was "Doraemon" (4 respondents) because he "demonstrates various tricks" and "has lots of different ideas."
・The other names mentioned were such Japanese characters as "Arare-chan," "Gundam," and "Crayon Shin-chan" as well as Disney characters such as
"Winnie-the-Pooh" and "Nightmare Before Christmas."

・"I would like to visit Japan": 100%
　(reasons) sightseeing: 88%; shopping: 42%

Intention of Overseas Travel <visiting Japan>

Experience with Japanese Entertainment

Favorite Character

Spending for Personal Fun and Enjoyment
・The product genre mentioned most frequently is game devices (19 respondents).
　The breakdown is as follows: "Wii" (6 respondents), "DS," and "PSP (6 respondents respectively),
"Xbox" (4 respondents) and "PS" (1 respondent).  *Multiple answers allowed.
　Reasons why this particular product was mentioned are because one can "play with
friends/family" and also because it is "fun."
・The above-mentioned is followed by PC, mobile phones (4 respondents respectively),
  and digital audio players (3 respondents).
　Most of the respondents mentioned digital equipments.
　(Others include "digital cameras" and "VCDs".)
・Some of the respondents claimed that game devices are "children's toys"
 (since it is fun to play together); they also use them to "sing karaoke."

Wii; "I can play with
everyone in my family"
(female; 32 years old).

Mobile phone; "Since I
had been using my old
phone for quite a long
time, I wanted to get a
new one" (female; 36
years old).

MP3 player
(male; 24 years
old).

Laptop; (male; 37
years old); "I'd like to
enjoy high-quality
DVDs and wireless
internet."

Children's toys (female;
26 years old).

Japan and Japanese Products, Services, and  Culture

・Experience of Getting into Touch with Japanese Contents (major access channels)
 (N=50s)

・Game contents: 52% (others: 53.8%; internet: 38.5%)
・Anime (animation): 58% (internet: Internet69%; TV: 48.3%; DVD48.3%)
・TV programs: 70% (TV: 65.7%; internet: 57.1%; DVD: 40%)
・Music: 66% (internet: 69.7%; TV: 48.5%; DVD: 33.3%)
・Movies: 58% (movie theaters: 62.1%; internet: Internet51.7%; DVD: 51.7%)
・Magazines: 58% *females: 72%

・"I've visited Japan before": 68% (females: 84%)
　(reason) sightseeing: 94.1%


